Implementation of Boolean function through multiplexer can be done by various multiplexers depending upon the select lines. Implementation of Boolean functions can be done by various methods, but in this particular paper stress is more on multiplexers. Through Shannon expansion theorem,it is easy for us to implement the Boolean functions in a simpler way. Upto three variables, can be handled by multiplexers, and above that we have taken aid of look out table, and how it uses multiplexers in their operations.
Multiplexer
A multiplexer circuit has a number of data inputs, one or more select inputs and one output . It passes the signal value on one of the data inputs to the output. Data input is selected by the values of the select inputs .Select input S, chooses as the output of the multiplexer either input x 0 or x 1 . Multiplexer's functionality can be described in the form of a truth table. 
S f

Sum of products circuit
A 2 to 1 Multiplexer ( f= ) and 4 to 1 multiplexer have four data inputs x 0 ,x 1 ,x 2 , & x 3 and two select inputs S1 and S0 . The two bit number represented by S1S0 select one of the data input as output of the multiplexer. 
A multiplexer that has n data inputs, requires log 2 n select inputs. Larger multiplexer can be constructed from small multiplexers. 
4x1 Multiplexer Implementation
Besides using such inputs, it is possible to connect more complex circuit as inputs to a multiplexer allowing function to be synthesized using a combination of multiplexers & other logic gates. 
Complexity of the logic expression may vary, depending on which variable i A , is used.
Taking another example, to implement the function f = Ā 1 Ā 3 + A 1 A 2 + A 1 A 3 a) Using 2 to 1 multiplexer, Shannon's expansion using A 1 gives 
Using 4 to 1 multiplexer
The most commonly used logic block is a lookout inputs . 
Circuit for a two input
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have seen that Boolean functions can be implemented using different multiplexers, 2x1, 4x1 or 8x1 . With the help of Shannon expansion theorem ,complicated Boolean functions can be made easy ,in implementing through multiplexers and LUTs (look up table ),again formed with different combination of multiplexers. This study will be very helpful for researchers and intellectuals to easy understanding and practicing of implementation of Boolean functions through multiplexers in the field of computer science and technology.
